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•  M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s  •  

 
Agenda Item 1 – Welcome (Jim Useldinger) 
Jason Smith took attendance, Jim Useldinger welcomed the group. 
 
Debbie James mentioned that they have several MWG members on.  Before the group gets 
started on the new MPRR’s, some of the MWG members would like to discuss some of the 
MPRRs that were reviewed at the last ORWG meeting and get further clarity.  They have 
reviewed MPRR comments and the rejected MPRR. 
 
MPRR34 – MWG has a question about not dispersing reserve products under reserve zones.  
Jason added that the MPRR was to remove language that would force dispersion of reserves 
beyond what is required by reserve zone limitations.  Ron Gunderson commented that there is a 
risk of putting “all eggs in one basket” and survive the loss of the unit.  Jason Smith pointed out 
that the primary intent of the reserve zone studies is to ensure that the reserves are deliverable.  
Based on the reserve zone studies, reserves should be deliverable.  As long as the reserve zone 
limits are met, there should be no further reason to uneconomically disperse the reserves.   
 
MPRR 9 – “Addition of Not Participating Status”  -- This status is not available for use for RTBM 
or RUC offer, no difference between how this would be treated versus Reliability.  Dave Pritchard 
indicated that there is a concern that the not participating resources, day-ahead might result in an 
inability to make gas purchases day-ahead.  Day Ahead RUC would require Reliability as the 
status, which would be a conflict in being able to get a gas nomination in with the time constraint.  
Roy True said you miss your nom if you didn’t offer into the day ahead market anyway.  You 
should just have a higher offer price.    Richard Ross and Debbie James discussed the potential 
concerns of the ORWG.  During RUC, SPP will take self committed resources, then the market 
offered, and if still need more to meet demand, it will go to reliability offered resources.  The 
Reliability Mode doesn’t meet the intent of the Not Participating status, because the units there 
can be committed.  The question is asked if SPP could run the day ahead market and the then 
the units that are set to not participating change their mode to reliability for RUC.  Patty Denny 
said that the MP is responsible for offering enough units to cover their next day load and 
operating requirement.  Jason said it may not be the right resources in the right places based on 
potential constraints for that time period.   
 
A caller asked a member of the MWG to explain why the Not Participating status is necessary.  
Gene Anderson spoke regarding the question of a must offer rule.  This MPRR is not dealing with 
that, the decision regarding must offer has already been made.  Greg McAuley asked if the 
ORWG has had an opportunity to weigh in on the must offer rule.  Jason said we were included in 
the early design stages in 2009.  All resources are not required to be offered in the market, but 
must be available for reliability at some level.  Richard Ross suggested letting this go to the 
MOPC and not be a discussion between the MWG or ORWG.  Jason captured comments in the 
MPRR document detailing the perceived gas availability concern with allowing the use of a Not 
Participating status.  Debbie asked for a comment to be provided on MPRR9 on the comment 
form.  Jason will copy/paste the comments and send it to the ORWG for review to ensure it meets 
the ORWG’s intent and then provide those comments to MWG. 
 



MPRR5 comments – Jason Smith displayed the timeline of the scheduled RUC runs to help 
clarify for the ORWG when RUC is going to be scheduled to be run.  Lonnie Lindekugel said the 
proposed schedule has worked well where he has seen it in the past.  Ron Gunderson added the 
concern that when not all units bid into the day ahead, we need to make sure there are enough 
resources committed.  The RUC needs to run at least every 4 hours, at least for a period of time 
after Market start.  Jason Smith mentioned that a staff concern is that when the intra-day RUC is 
running it locks out the day ahead RUC from beginning.  Intra-Day takes 20 – 30 minutes to 
complete.  Lonnie said we’ll want the capability to run it at anytime.  Roy said they were 
discussing running it every 4 hours on a schedule.  Debbie asked for the reason for a 4 hour 
requirement.  Ron said until we get a feel for what is taking place on the system – that it is 
needed at least every 4 hours, if not on a 4 hour schedule.  Jason to send updated MPRR 
comments to the MWG for their meeting on Friday. 
 
MPRR18  Review of comments.  The recall time of generation outages should be taken into 
account when SPP is committing resources.  There is a chance that a unit can come back in a 
shorter time than previously indicated by a market offer.  Carrie mentioned a potential software 
concern, that SPP may need to talk to the vendor about.  It could be part of the interface with 
CROW.  Staff needs to review this internally.   
Dave Pritchard mentioned that they used this part of the scheduler, when they used it, PJM looks 
at the return time closely, and it part of the determination of outage approval.   
 
Agenda Item 2 – Integrated Marketplace MPRR Review (Jason Smith) 
MPRR7 – Debbie said this is changing the schedule for allowing new market participants to join 
the market.  Jason asked if there were any reliability concerns.  Ron asked why the dates picked 
(Aug 1) was selected, typically the peak season.  Debbie said this was done by the people who 
will do the new schedule.  Jason could make an argument either way.  Ron asked if there will be 
a market suspension when we bring a new member in.  Debbie mentioned that the computer 
systems have the design intent that there will be minimal impact, which means there would not be 
a market suspension for new members.  Paul Lampe suggested it be considered no reliability 
impact. No others objected. 
 
MPRR17 -  No reliability impact indicated by the group. 
 
MPRR28 – Jason reviewed the comments to date based on the ORWG review of this last week.  
There is concern by ORWG that this proposed design change provides no incentive for the 
resources to follow dispatch.  Debbie asked for a summary of the ORWG concerns for this 
MPRR.  Jason will provide comments on the MWG form. 
 
MPRR29 – Jason asked for an MWG member explanation of how this Market Impact Test is 
supposed to work.  Is there a simultaneous solution, one with mitigated offers and one without?  
Also there is a question about when the impact test will be peformed – what is the definition of “in 
congestion”?  Answer given was that anything that would bind the solution… transmission, 
pnode, stability issues, etc constraints activated in the solution.  There is concern in the ORWG 
that these subsequent solutions will take extra time and it may delay results of real-time dispatch 
studies.  Market design staff indicated that the software vendor has indicated it should add only 
seconds to the total solution time.  Jason to attempt to form questions and comments for the 
MWG and provide those on the MWG form.  
 
MPRR31 – Jason’s suggestion is that this is not reliability related.   Ron asked for an MWG 
member to explain the intent of this MPRR.   Debbie indicated that there was concern with 
underfunding for the TCR process and that this was to manage that situation after go-live.  This is 
related to the monthly TCR auctions.  Ron indicated that it’s no reliability impact to him.  No 
concerns expressed by the others. 
 
MPRR37 – This MPRR involves removing the future potential transferring of reserve obligations 
with non-market participating entities. After Jason walked through the MPRR, Ron said this limits 
where they can get reserves from.  He is concerned about hard coding the pre-existing situations.  



The reserves that could be moved out of the market, could potentially be faster responding 
resources and provide a better product than limiting ourselves to internal only.  Jason agreed and 
indicated that the best solution is to pseudo-tie those external resources into the market system 
to allow the market system access to them for deployment automatically.  Deploying reserves off 
system becomes problematic and introduces more risk that the reserves may not be deliverable.  
Ron said a fully committed resource would work, but if not, could cause an issue.  This is not a 
“no reliability impact” item.  Richard said this is a modification that will increase the likelihood that 
the reserves are carried inside the market footprint, limiting the external opportunities to those 
existing now.  He thinks this is a good thing.  Ron is under the impression that it limits you from 
being able to pull in from the outside which is not a good thing.  Debbie mentioned a concern of 
not being able to deploy the reserves externally when needed.  Ron said this limited ability to 
access off system reserves makes the market less reliable in his mind.   
 
Steve Haun made a motion to approve MPRR 37.  Bill Nolte seconded the motion.  With no other 
discussion, Jason asked for a roll call of those opposed – Ron G and Todd Gosnell voted no.  
Mike Wech abstained, John Stephens abstained.  Those voting in favor:  Paul Lampe, Dave 
Pritchard, Bill Nolte, Steve Haun.  Motion passed with 5 in favor, 2 opposed, 2 abstain.   
 
Another motion was made to take care of the other MPRRs discussed.  A motion was made by 
Todd Gosnell and seconded by Steve Haun to approve MPRR’s 7, 17, and 31 as no reliability 
impact.  Vote was approved unanimously.   
 
Agenda Item 3 – Other Items  
1. Casey revisited the Intraday RUC 4 hour requirement MPRR 5.  SPP Operations feels strong 

about this.  The day ahead RUC runs at 6pm for the next day midnight to midnight.  Any 
intraday RUC running after that time will not generally be used.  This will only run for the 
balance of the operating day, running another day ahead RUC in parallel with the actual one.  
The intra day runs 2 hours starting out, for the balance of the day.  Noon – 2pm timeframe 
uses a tool to dispatch units that can start quickly, between real time and intra-day RUC.  
This won’t be a matter of real time reliability and won’t be the only way SPP would be able to 
identify or select a unit to start to provide intra-day capacity.  This is not perceived by staff as 
impacting integrity of reliability as a whole.  Richard said the RUC alone will not solve the 
reliability issues that can come up.  It’s a tool that will be used to manage the reliability state.  
Other tools are used to manage capacity, RSS, Dispatch Manager, AGC, etc…  

2. Debbie asked if we can do another conference call in a couple weeks to discuss the balance 
of the MPRRs that MWG is in the process of reviewing.   

3. Casey discussed more on MPRR29 regarding the subsequent offer price mitigation run within 
the same SCED solution time. 

 
Agenda Item 4 – Next Meeting  
Next meeting is already scheduled for November 10, 2011 as a webex/conference call.  Jason 
would like another conference call to discuss the remaining MPRRs before MOPC next week.  
Jason will look at calendars to see if one can be scheduled.  Notice will be provided to the ORWG 
exploder. 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Summary of Action Items  

1. MPRR 9 -- Jason will copy/paste the comments and send it to the ORWG for review to 
ensure it meets the ORWG’s intent and then provide those comments to MWG. 

2. Staff needs to review MPRR 18 internally.   
3. MPRR 28 -- Debbie asked for a summary of the ORWG concerns for this MPRR.  Jason 

will provide comments on the MWG form. 
4. MPRR 29 -- Jason to attempt to form questions and comments for the MWG and provide 

those on the MWG form. 
5. Jason will attempt to schedule an additional MPRR review before the 11/10/2011 

scheduled ORWG call. 
Meeting adjourned at 12:10pm. 
 



Operating Reliability Working Group Attendance
Date: 09/28/11

Attend Status First Name Last Name Position Company
X M Jim Useldinger Chairman Kansas City Power & Light Company

M Allen Klassen Vice‐Chair Westar Energy, Inc.
X M Paul Lampe Member City of Independence, MO

M Kyle McMenamin Member Xcel Energy
X M Ron Gunderson Member Nebraska Public Power District
X M Steve Haun Member Lincoln Electric System
X M David Pritchard Member American Electric Power

M Allan George Member Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 
X M Michael Wech Member Southwestern Power Administration
X M John Stephens Member City Utilities of Springfield
X M Walter (Todd) Gosnell Member Omaha Public Power District

M Danny McDaniel Member CLECO Corporation
M Anthony Due Member Empire District Electric Company

X M Greg Mcauley Member Oklahoma Gas & Electric
X P Bill Nolte Proxy (Allan George) Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 
X S Jason Smith Staff Secretary Southwest Power Pool
X S Kathy Myhand Staff Southwest Power Pool
X S Lonnie Lindekugel Staff Southwest Power Pool
X S Marisa Choate Staff Southwest Power Pool
X S Jodi Woods Staff Southwest Power Pool
X S Wayne Camp Staff Southwest Power Pool
X S Carrie Simpson Staff Southwest Power Pool
X S Casey Cathey Staff Southwest Power Pool
X S Debbie  James Staff Southwest Power Pool
X G Kim Sullivan Guest Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
X G Lee Anderson Guest Lincoln Electric System
X G Matt Moore Guest Golden Spread Electric Cooperative
X G Mike Grimes Guest EDP Renewables
X G Ron Thompson Guest Nebraska Public Power District
X G Roy True Guest Aces Power Marketing
X G Patty Denney Guest Kansas City Power & Light Company
X G Richard Ross Guest American Electric Power
X G Jessica Collins Guest Xcel Energy
X G Bryn  Wilson Guest Oklahoma Gas & Electric
X G Bonnie Jean Bavido Guest Southwestern Power Administration
X G Bryn Wilson Guest Oklahoma Gas & Electric
X G Doug Callison Guest Grand River Dam Authority
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Jason Smith

From: George, Allan [ageorge@sunflower.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 11:13 AM
To: Nolte, Bill
Cc: Jason Smith
Subject: FW: Proxy

  
  
  
  
Subject: Proxy 

Jason, 
  
I Allan George give my voting proxy to Bill Nolte for   9/28/2011 ORWG  conference call on MPRR' s.  
  
MWG page Int. Marketplace MPRR's 
  
Thank You, 
  

Allan George 
Manager, System Operations 
Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 
620-272-5421  office 
620-640-1782 cell 
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